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Abstract—Visible light communication (VLC) is an emerging
technology that provides ubiquitous connectivity by complement-
ing radio frequency communication for the fifth-generation (5G)
wireless communication and beyond. However, inadequacies in
modulation bandwidth of light-emitting diode (LED) reduce the
achievable data rate for image sensor-based VLC, also known as
optical camera communication (OCC). Hence, for densely deployed
OCC networks, multiple channel access is a major challenge faced
when supporting large numbers of users. This article proposes an
optical nonorthogonal multiple access based OCC (NOMA-OCC)
system, where each LED can transmit two separate signals of two
different power levels by superimposing them into one signal. An
image sensor based receiver system is designed to separate these
two signals supporting two users by implying an intensity threshold.
The distinct channel capacities for both the users as well as the sum
rate of the LED access point were analyzed. In order to validate the
proposed NOMA-OCC scheme, the bit error rate performance of
the system is also investigated through simulation for both channels
and then compared with the conventional frequency shift ON–OFF
keying scheme.

Index Terms—Image sensor (IS), light-emitting diode (LED),
nonorthogonal multiple access (NOMA), optical camera
communication (OCC), visible light communication (VLC).

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL wireless communication is considered a robust
candidate for the fifth-generation (5G) and beyond 5G

(B5G) communications, as it paves the way for the utilization
of wide optical terahertz bands for future communication
[1]–[3]. Moreover, B5G communication requires massive user
connectivity and heterogeneous backhaul network support.
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Along with many other emerging technologies, optical wireless
communication (OWC) systems, such as free-space optical, light
fidelity, visible light communication (VLC), and optical camera
communication (OCC), have also attracted great attention in
both academia and industry for supporting next-generation
wireless communication systems. VLC systems use mainly
two types of receivers to receive information from visible
light sources [i.e., light-emitting diodes (LEDs)]. Those are
p-i-n based receivers and avalanche photodiode (APD) based
receivers. Both of them have a fast response and higher sensitiv-
ity; however, the cost of APD-based receiver is comparatively
high. An image sensor (IS) is another type of receiver that can
also receive information from visible LEDs as well as infrared
LEDs, which is commonly termed as OCC [4]–[6]. Although
the OCC receiver has slow response and lower sensitivity,
it can receive data from multiple sources simultaneously by
providing comparatively longer communication distance [7],
[8]. Recently, several research articles have been published on
different smart Internet of Things applications based on OCC
system, such as indoor mobile robot localization [9]–[12],
smart lighting, augmented reality [13], autonomous vehicular
communication [14], [15], indoor patient monitoring [16], and
transportation [16]–[19]. However, availability of high rate
OCC is a major concern arisen due to the limitation of current
camera frame rates (FR) [20] and narrow modulation bandwidth
of the light source [21]. Current research shows very low data
rates (up to several bits per second) for OCC at a distance of a
few meters using conventional modulation schemes [22], [23].

To increase the capacity of such networks, nonorthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) modulation technique can be imple-
mented as a promising candidate. Power domain NOMA allows
sharing the same time and frequency slots with different users
by changing the transmission power [24], [25]. The transmitter
sends the signals of different power levels by applying super-
position coding [21]. More power is allocated to users of lower
channel gain and vice versa. To apply this NOMA technique
for VLC, the LED is set to flicker at different power levels in
accordance with the signals. In order to avoid the issue of visual
flickering, the transmitted signals are modulated at a higher
frequency that is not visible to human eye. In recent times,
NOMA has been proposed for several VLC-based network ar-
chitectures to improve user throughput and reduce bit-error-rate
(BER) [21], [25]–[29].
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Optical NOMA (O-NOMA) in VLC networks was proposed
in [27]. This approach can utilize the entire available frequency
band and improve spectral efficiency. NOMA was classified into
two major parts for VLC, such as the power domain NOMA and
the code domain NOMA. The authors utilized O-NOMA with
successive interference cancellation between two receivers with
different power values assigned to each receiver by applying
superposition coding. It was examined through simulation that
their approach achieved a data rate that was two times greater
than that of a conventional orthogonal frequency-division mul-
tiple access system with a considerably reduced BER. An ad-
ditional study on NOMA for VLC was proposed in [21]. An
indoor scenario with multiple LEDs was considered in which the
LED field-of-illumination (FOI) could be slightly overlapped.
This involved the LEDs transmitting multiple signals of separate
power levels using the NOMA approach. In this case, the user
at the cell boundary would experience the signals of different
power levels. NOMA for downlink VLC was proposed in [28].
In this scheme, two users accessed information from a single
LED while ensuring outperforming throughputs and BER re-
duction compared with conventional orthogonal multiple access
(OMA) techniques. Optimal power allocation strategies for VLC
NOMA were introduced considering two theorems: the sum-rate
maximization and the max–min fairness power allocation. The
authors achieved a larger sum rate of the NOMA VLC system
compared with the OMA scheme. There are several research
works on the NOMA-based VLC systems where the receivers
are typically photodiodes, whereas OCC systems use ISs as a
receiver and exhibits several challenges of increasing its data rate
using the conventional modulation schemes. Hence, we designed
such an OCC system based on NOMA technique. The main
advantage of NOMA over other techniques is the opportunity
transmitting signal in power domain simultaneously. As the
OCC systems are considered for short-range and line-of-sight
(LOS) communications, the power variation at very high speed
can provide an efficient multiple access simultaneously within
several users by providing an increased sum rate.

In this article, a novel two-stage power domain NOMA-
OCC system supporting two users per single LED access point
(AP) is designed. This system allows both users to access two
nonorthogonal (i.e., superimposed) channels of the same fre-
quency. Individual channel signals are modulated by the method
of frequency shift ON–OFF keying (FSOOK) using frequencies
beyond the level of visual flickering. This article seeks to achieve
two goals: first, to suggest a novel power domain NOMA for
increasing OCC throughputs for the first time and second, to
develop a complete transmitter and IS-based receiver system in
an indoor multi-LED downlink network where each LED can
provide access to two users. The individual channel capacity for
both users as well as the sum rate of the LED AP are investigated
to analyze the performance of the proposed scheme. After which
for each user, the maximum available throughputs at different
distances are compared at different camera FR (low, medium,
and high). The comparison indicates that 1, 8, and 32 kb/s
data rate can be achieved using 30, 240, and 960 ft/s cameras,
respectively. In addition, the BER performance is compared with
the conventional FSOOK system. It shows that the proposed

Fig. 1. Scenario of proposed NOMA scheme for OCC.

NOMA-OCC scheme demonstrated better performance for both
receivers.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model for the proposed NOMA-OCC
channel architecture in an indoor scenario. Section III presents
the encoding and superimposing technique and the proposed
algorithm of the LED signals in the transmitter. The IS-based
receiver for receiving the signals of different power is designed
on the basis of the intensity threshold in Section IV. The neces-
sary simulation results, such as sum rate, channel capacity, and
the BER analysis, are presented in Section V. Finally, the article
is summarized in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Architecture

In a conventional OCC system, data are transmitted by mod-
ulating the light at its full and zero voltage levels. Unlike this
approach, this article proposes a two-level power transmission
through an LED transmitter to support NOMA in the OCC
system (NOMA-OCC). Consider an LED that transmits two
separate digital data s1 and s2 by superimposition, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The data s1 and s2 are transmitted through a higher
power level P1 and a lower power level P2, respectively. In this
case, flickering of the LED light within its varied power level is
not an issue because the undersampled FSOOK was used at a
frequency level between 2–4 kHz, whereas, the human eye can
perceive visual flickering up to 200 Hz [30]. The modulation fre-
quency for both signals remains the same and does not affect one
another. The details of the NOMA-OCC superposition concept
are discussed in the following sections. Assuming user 1,U1 and
user 2, U2 want to receive information from the same LED at
the same time using a smartphone camera, where U1 is located
at a distance closer to the LED than U2. As a result, U1 will
experience higher channel gain than U2 and receive the data s2,
which conveys a lower power level of the LED. Alternatively,U2

will receive the information from s1 containing a higher power
level. In this case, a smartphone application should utilize the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of NOMA-OCC principle.

channel selection algorithm by applying an intensity threshold
between the received data streams.

B. Channel Modeling

The NOMA-OCC principle is illustrated in Fig. 2. According
to the principle of NOMA, bipolar signals for different users are
superimposed in the power domain. In this NOMA-OCC system,
these superimposed signal is sent through an optical channel at
a very high carrier frequency beyond the perceivable range of
the human eye. As OCC systems use IS as a receiver, it initially
receives LED ON–OFF strips image of various intensity levels.
Thus to receive the desired signal, successive interference can-
cellation is performed by intensity threshold over the received
strips.

The channel estimation equations can be derived for the sys-
tem as follows. The total transmitted signal can be represented
as

TLED =
1

2

∑
iεN

(Phighsi,high + Plowsi,low) (1)

wherePhigh andPlow are the high and low power level of the LED,
respectively. si,high and si,low are the two signals modulated at
each power level, respectively. The received signal at the receiver
can be written as

Yr = (1− α)aRoIξHLED,rTLED + η (2)

whereHLED,r represents the dc channel gain to the receiver from
the target LED, ξ denotes the optical to electrical conversion
efficiency per pixel, aRoI is the area of projected image in the IS,
α is defined as the image distortion factor, and η represents the
white Gaussian noise matrix with zero mean. η can be expressed
as η ∼ NC(0, σ2, IN ), where σ2 is the noise variance. Visible
light channel response can be represented as

HLED,r =

{
( gr
D2

r,LED
)Lmcos(δr,LED)

o

0 ≤ δr,LED ≤ θFOI

δr,LED > θFOI (3)

where gr represents optical concentrator gain of the IS, Lm =
((m+ 1)/2π)cosm(ψLED,r) represents the Lambertian radiant
intensity of the transmitter with order m, δr,LED represents the
angle of incidence with respect to camera axis, ψLED,r denotes
the angle of irradiance with respect to LED axis, and θFOI

represents LED FOI.Dr,LED is the direct distance between LED
and the receiver camera. As camera IS comprises n number of

pixels, then we can represent gr as

gr =

{
(γ2nν2)

sin(δr,LED) , 0 ≤ δr,LED ≤ θFOI

0, δr,LED > θFOI
(4)

where ν is the unit pixel dimension of the IS and γ represents
the receiver’s refractive index. Finally, we can express the OCC
channel gain as

HLED,r =

{
( (m+1)γ2nν2

2πD2
r,LED

)cosm(ψLED,r)cot(δr,LED)

0

0 ≤ δr,LED ≤ θFOI

δr,LED > θFOI. (5)

Lower distance between the LED and camera provides higher
channel gain and this helps to determine easily the power level
that should be used by the receivers. We carry out the analytics
of density functions of the channel gain within the LED cell
region. From Fig. 1, we can represent Dr,LED =

√
h2 + x2r ,

cos(ψLED,r) = h/
√
h2 + x2r , and cot(δr,LED) = h/xr, where

h and xr represent the vertical and horizontal distance from
receiver to LED, respectively. Substituting those values in (5),
the channel gain within 0 ≤ δr,LED ≤ θFOI can be represented as

HLED,r =
(m+ 1)γ2nν2

2π
√
h2 + x2r

.
hm

(h2 + x2r)
m/2

.
h

xr

=
K(m+ 1)hm+1

(h2 + x2r)
(m+2)

2 .xr

HLED,r(x) = K(m+ 1)hm+1(h2 + x2r)
− (m+2)

2 .x−1
r (6)

where K = 1
2πγ

2nν2. It is obvious that HLED,r(x) is a mono-
tonically decreasing function with respect to xr. To find the
probability density function (pdf) of channel gain, (6) can be
represented in its inverse form as follows:

H−1
LED,r(H) =

1

2
[−λ ± (λ2 − 4H− 2

m+2 )
1
2 ] (7)

where λ = h2[K(m+ 1)hm+1]−
2

m+2 . As the inverse function
H−1

LED,r is differentiable with respect to the change of channel
gain, H across 0 < ψLED,r < θFOI, we can represent the pdf of
HLED,r according to change of variable method

PDFHLED,r
(H)=

∂

∂H
| H−1

LED,r(H) |

=2(m+ 2)−1(λ2 − 4H− 2
m+2 )−

1
2H−m+4

m+2

for H ε [Hmin, Hmax] (8)

where Hmin and Hmax represent the channel gain at boundary
levels, respectively. For OCC system, the signal power at the
receiver depends on the transmitted power from LED TLED,
optical to electrical conversion efficiency per pixel ξ, the area
of projected image in the IS aRoI, the image distortion factor
α, and the dc channel gain HLED,r [14]. Hence, the signal-to-
interference-noise ratio (SINR) can be represented by (9) con-
sidering (N − 1) number of interfering LEDs inside the camera
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Algorithm 1: Two-Level Power Transmitter for NOMA-
OCC.

Input: s1 =“100110...,” s2 =“010011...”
Output: Superimposed LED state
1: P1 and P2 as upper and lower power level;
2: Frequency f1 and f2 for “0” & “1,” respectively;
3: for i = 0 : length of data sequence do
4: if clock = “1” then
5: take s1(i) as input;
6: if s1(i) = “0” then
7: set LED at P1 for a time of 1/f1;
8: else
9: set LED at P1 for a time of 1/f2;

10: end if
11: else
12: take s2(i) as input;
13: repeat line 6 to 10 for s2(i) at P2;
14: end if
15: end for

field-of-view and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) chan-
nel of power η

SINRr,LED =
(1− α)aRoIξHLED,rTLED∑N−1

i=1 (aRoI)iξHLEDi,rTLEDi
+ η

. (9)

To calculate the achievable bit rate of the users, the captured
total bits within the camera frames per second are measured. In
the case of our proposed system, even though LED transmits
signals for a user at a certain power level, signals are modulated
by controlling the LED ON–OFF duration, which are determined
from the transmitted payload. The received pixel intensity at the
IS depends on the amount of light projected on each pixel. There-
fore, longer ON period of an LED generates higher intensity value
and shorter ON period generates lower intensity value in the
pixels. Furthermore, the received signal quality in the IS is also
influenced by other ambient noise sources in the OCC channel.
Those noise signals generate signal independent spurious noise
current in each pixel. Assuming bframe is the number of bits per
frame and Rf is the FR of the camera. Then, the total instant
achievable bits per second will be Rfbframe.

Then, according to Shannon–Hartley theorem, channel capac-
ity per user can be represented by the following:

Cuseri = Rfbframelog2

(
1 +

(1− α)aRoIξHLED,rTLED∑N−1
i=1 (aRoI)iξHLEDi,rTLEDi

+ η

)
.

(10)

In order to know the aggregated capacity of all the communi-
cation channels in that network, we can represent the sum rate
of the system as Rsum =

∑K
j=1 Cuserj in terms of the angle of

irradiance with respect to the LED axis [31].

III. TRANSMITTER DESIGN BASED ON NOMA-OCC

O-NOMA presented in [27] allows different users to share the
same time and frequency resources in power domain, leading

to enhance system capacity. Generally, in VLC system, LED
transmits data by consecutively high-speed switching between
ON and OFF states. In our proposed NOMA-OCC scheme, the
same time frame and frequencies are shared to transmit two
signals separated in power domain. We used FSOOK to mod-
ulate the signals individually and then superimposed together
into one signal by controlling the power level. In order to use
FSOOK as the technique to modulate LED light according to
input bits, two frequencies (mark and space) have to be chosen
in such a manner that the mark frequency represents bit “1”
and the space frequency represents bit “0”. Both channels are
modulated using the same frequencies. However, they will not
create any interference in the receiver side as the channels are
nonorthogonally superimposed by a power difference of the
LED. In this article, the proposed NOMA-OCC scheme utilizes
two different payloads in order to support multiple access. The
bit encoding scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this system, the
mark is defined as of lower frequency (2 kHz) and the space is
defined as of higher frequency (4 kHz). Consequently, while
bit “1” is transmitted through the LED, the camera will capture
a longer state and vice versa, as shown in Fig. 3. The input
data sequences are encoded according to the clock state, which
has to be synchronous with the modulation speed. Sequence
s1 transmits with power P1 only with the clock at its ON state
and sequence s2 is transmitted with power P2 with the clock
at its OFF state. For example, if s1 and s2 have bit sequences
“100110” and “010011,” respectively, after encoding, the actual
input to the LED will be “100100101101” and consequently,
each consecutive bit will convey different power levels P1 and
P2. Therefore, signals are not transmitted into individual time
slots. Instead that, both the signals complete the transmission si-
multaneously within the time frame. Moreover, synchronization
between the LED flickering speed and the FR of the receiver is
important for avoiding bit loss [32].

The proposed transmitter design procedure is abridged in
Algorithm 1. The general hardware components in the transmit-
ter include a fast switching device (metal–oxide–semiconductor
module), an Arduino board, a direct current power supply, and
an LED [11]. According to the required data transmission, all the
modulation and encoding techniques are applied on the payload
and programmed using Arduino before being fed into the LED
input. According to Algorithm 1, the proposed modulation,
encoding, and superimposition of the two different power level
signals can be programmed using the LED driver circuit (i.e.,
Arduino).

In order to validate the proposed encoding scheme of the pay-
load, we developed a real testbed scenario illustrated in Fig. 4.
As described in Fig. 1, we considered two smartphone users
for inner and outer regions. We programmed the LED driver
circuit according to the proposed encoding scheme described in
Algorithm 1. In Fig. 4, the captured image of the transmitter
is also depicted. As the LED flickers at two power levels, its
recorded image contains ON–OFF strips of both power levels.
Because of the rolling shutter effect of the camera, the strips of
two different intensity levels lay sequentially one after another.
These two different types of strips resemble the two signals trans-
mitted using the NOMA-OCC scheme. To extract the signals,
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Fig. 3. Data encoding scheme of two-stage power allocation based NOMA-OCC system.

Algorithm 2: Demodulation Scheme at the Receiver.
Input: Captured image of superimposed LED state
Output: x1 = “100110...,” x2 = “010011...”
1: get image matrix Ai,j(r, g, b);
2: convert to grayscale image Ai,j(r, g, b) → Gi,j(gray);
3: threshold to separate strips of power level P1 and P2;
4: get distance Dr,LED;
5: if Dr,LED > dmax then
6: select strips of power P1 and get strips’ widths l(i);
7: check channel state information;
8: if channel is occupied then
9: continue from line 18;

10: else
11: if l(i) > lth then
12: set x1(i) = “1”;
13: else
14: set x1(i) = “0”;
15: end if
16: end if
17: else
18: select strips of power P2 and get strips’ widths l(i);
19: check channel state information
20: if channel is occupied then
21: continue from line 6;
22: else
23: if l(i) > lth then
24: set x2(i) = “1”;
25: else
26: set x2(i) = “0”;
27: end if
28: end if
29: end if

the intensity threshold could be applied and depending on the
users’ locations, the unnecessary signal could be discarded.

IV. POWER SEPARATION IN THE RECEIVER

The IS in the smartphone camera or other high-speed cameras
consists of a number of unit pixels that capture the light intensity.
In the proposed OCC system, as the transmitter is designed
to transmit signals through light modulation at the speed of
carrier frequency, the camera has the capability of capturing

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for analyzing NOMA-OCC transmitter image.

every lighting state by controlling its shutter speed. The camera’s
rolling shutter mechanism [32] assists in capturing the LED
states as horizontal strips. In this system, the LED flickers
according to the transmitted bits using two power levels in a
1-b duration. The upper half of a bit contains power P1, and
the lower half of a bit contains power level P2. When a camera
records the LED signal in its consecutive frames, it will capture
the strip patterns depending on the power level of the upper
portion and lower portion of that signal such that each frame
will contain both the signals of different intensities, as shown
in Fig. 5. The strips’ pattern shown in this figure is vertical
due to the rotation of the image view about 270◦. This patterns
can be separated by applying an intensity threshold value. A
smartphone can be a suitable device to implement such an
application supporting the region-of-interest (ROI) detection
and applying image processing to separate the two received data
patterns from each other [11], [20]. Smartphones can support
multiple data reception simultaneously from multiple LEDs.
However, due to the limitations of the current smartphone cam-
era FR and data rate, one can use high-speed camera (FR up
to 1000 ft/s) integrated device to achieve a higher data rate and
mobility support. Nevertheless, the necessary image processing
libraries, such as openCV must be imported with the software.
This library would help to carry out necessary pixel intensity
measurement, format changing, pixel grouping, edge selection,
and classification by pixel matrix operation [20].

Algorithm 2 describes the data demodulation scheme applied
in the receiver side. Currently, common commercial IS are
made sensitive to red, green, and blue (RGB) colors to produce
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Fig. 5. Two signal separation and data decoding from a captured LED image
using intensity threshold in the IS.

color images. This implies that each IS element (known as
pixel) conveys three intensity values as pixel information. In
the proposed system, only the white LED is of interest. Hence,
the RGB values per pixel are not directly used, and only the
average value was taken for each pixel. The openCV library
supports RGB to grayscale conversion of an image matrix
Ai,j(r, g, b) by using the command cv2.cvtColor(imagename,
cv2.COLORBGR2GRAY ) and gives an output ofGi,j(gray).
In the converted image, only the stripped gray-shaded LED
region is appeared due to the rolling mechanism of the camera
and the dark surrounding region of the LED. The region that
consists of the gray-shaded LED is known as LED-ROI. This
is the region of bright pixel colonies, where the subsequent
operation will be performed.

Because of the superimposed transmission of the two signals
of two different power levels P1 and P2, the strips in the LED-
ROI are of two types, with one group of strip brighter than the
other. The next step involves separating the two groups of LED
strips of power level P1 and P2, as shown in Fig. 5. After that,
the measured area of LED-ROI is used to determine the direct
distance Dr,LED from the receiver to the LED. If dlens is the
distance of the IS from the camera lens andF is the focal length,
then we can write from the general lens equation as

dlens

Dr,LED
=

F

Dr,LED − F

=
F

Dr,LED
for, F << D. (11)

Magnification factor is used to express the relationship between
the actual size of the LED and the detected size of that in the IS.
Hence, the magnification factor mlens can be represented as

mlens =

√
aRoI

Ar,LED
=

dlens

Dr,LED
(12)

or aRoI =
F 2

D2
r,LED

ALED. (13)

Therefore, considering the radial distortion of the shape of LED
in the IS, the Dr,LED can be expressed from (13) as

Dr,LED = F

√
πl2cos(δr,LED)

aRoI
(14)

where l is the radius of the circular LED. Users located at
a distance greater than dmax (Dr,LED > dmax) will experience
lower channel gain than the users located close to the vertical
LED point (Dr,LED < dmax). Hence, if Dr,LED > dmax, the user
will select the channel of the higher power level P1. Otherwise,
the user can switch to the channel of lower power level P2.
The channel payloads contain the information of channel status,
whether it is occupied or not. Thereafter, for the case of first
user, it will access the channel based on the region where it is
located, and that channel will be occupied for this particular
user until it disconnects its LOS connection. In a situation,
when the second user enters the same region, it will access the
remaining channel irrespective of the region. Otherwise, channel
occupancy status will be decoded if it tries to access the same
data strips. This similar situation can occur if a third user enters
within the LED FOI while two active users are already accessing
both the channels. This two-channel separation in the receiver
depends on the average pixel intensity difference between the
two types of strips pattern. Due to this intensity difference, a
threshold value had to be chosen to separate the two groups of
LED ON–OFF strips. After acquiring the channel of desired power
level, the receiver demodulates the data from the received group
of LED strips. This operation must undergo a looping process
for every image frame. As the frequency or state duration is
different for both digital bits “1” and “0,” the width of strips will
vary. The higher value of frequency reduces the duration of ON

or OFF state and vice versa [16], [20]. In the system developed in
this article, the space frequency was considered greater than the
mark frequency. These phenomenon indicates that greater width
corresponds to bit “1” than bit “0”. It is worth mentioning that
the covered areas of the strips in the IS varies in the scale of few
pixels due to the image distortion. Hence, an pertinent threshold
value lth was set to distinguish between the widths correspond
to bits “1” and “0”, as described in Algorithm 2.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed NOMA-OCC
framework has been evaluated. A room of size 6 m × 6 m ×
2.8 m was considered, which consists of several equally spaced
ceiling LEDs. Each LED was set to transmit data according to
the proposed method described in Algorithm 1. As a result, each
LED allowed two smartphone users to be simultaneously sup-
ported using two different allocated channels nonorthogonally.
In the case of LED FOI, the receiver experiences other LED
signals as interference. However, in those instances, interference
would not occur if LED FOIs do not overlap with each other.
Considering this phenomenon, to evaluate the SINR values for
both users, only the LEDs surrounding the selected LED are
considered as interfering LEDs. PDF of an LED channel gain is
analyzed to represent the probability distribution of the channel
on the light illumination region of the LED. In Fig. 6, the
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Fig. 6. PDF analysis of channel response within the LEDs’ FOI region.

pdf of the channel response is illustrated for different angles
of irradiance of the LED. Because users can randomly situate
within the area of LED coverage while communicating with the
LED AP, this angle of irradiance (ψLED,r) is chosen randomly.
In this case, the angle ψLED,r is chosen as a random variable,
which has the maximum spread of 0.5θFOI (in our simulation,
FOI, θFOI is considered as 74◦). LEDs of larger FOIs can provide
higher pdf of the channel response. Therefore, the graphical
representation of pdf in Fig. 6 shows that it has a maximum
value when the angle ψLED,r reaches its maximum point (37◦).
The results are calculated within the horizontal coverage up to
2Kh2(h2 + x2r)

−1.5x−1
r from the vertical LED position, where

m = 1.

A. Channel Capacity Analysis

The two channels are distributed to the users according to
the distance between the transmitter and receiver. According
to Algorithm 2, channel selection is depended on the chan-
nel gain HLED,r. The LED FOI is divided virtually into two
sections: inner (HLED,r > (HLED,r)avg) and outer (HLED,r <
(HLED,r)avg) region based on the average HLED,r. Experimen-
tally, the inner region was found to be within the angleψLED,r =
27.27◦ and the outer region was found to be within the angle
ψLED,r = 27.27◦–37◦. According to the room height and the
maximum value of ψLED,r, the diameter of the outer circular
region was found to be 4.2 m. All system parameters used for
the simulation are summarized in Table I. In this section, the
overall channel capacity and the achievable individual data rate
are analyzed according to the proposed scheme.

The proposed system says, one LED AP can support two
users simultaneously transmitting a pair of signals, which are
separated by power domain NOMA scheme. The achievable data
rate of each individual user depends on the LOS distance from
camera to the LED. Therefore, it is necessary to simulate the sum
rate of the LED AP, which is defined as the aggregated capacity

TABLE I
UNCHANGED SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Fig. 7. Sum rate analysis for an LED AP supporting two users within its FOI
region.

of all the communication channels in that network. In Fig. 7,
the sum rate is expressed according to angle of irradiance with
respect to LED axis, where the maximum angle is 0.5θFOI. The
figure also shows the comparison of the sum rates considering
three cases of receiver FR: low-speed camera (30 ft/s, e.g.,
common smartphones), medium-speed camera (240 ft/s, e.g.,
Google Pixel 4), and high-speed camera (960 ft/s, e.g., Samsung
Galaxy S10, Huawei Mate 30 pro). It is worth mentioning that
a higher FR camera can provide a higher data rate. Using the
proposed scheme, it was found that a sum rate of 34 kb/s can be
provided by an LED AP for the receivers set in 960-ft/s camera,
whereas it is reduced to 1.2 kb/s in the case of a low FR receiver.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) depicts the relationship between the achievable
channel capacity with the change of communication distance
for both U1 and U2, respectively. Even though higher power is
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Fig. 8. Channel capacity experienced at different camera FR by the (a) user 1 in the inner region and (b) user 2 in the outer region.

allocated to U2, U1 achieved a relatively high data rate because
it is located closer to the floor position of the LED. This is due
to the number of bits per frame increase with the increase of the
LED size in the IS. The simulation results show that the data
rate up to 28 kb/s can be achieved by using a camera of 960 ft/s
at a communication distance of 2.8 m and it decreases with the
increase of communication distance from the LED, as shown in
Fig. 8(a) and (b).

B. BER Analysis

The BER in smartphone cameras, based on the OCC system,
depends on the channel condition as well as the received image
processing mechanism [15]. As U1 is considered to receive the
data of power P1, it measures the widths of each strip to decode
the binary payload of power P1 and the same procedure is
considered forU2. As mentioned in Algorithm 2, bit “1” signifies
the larger width and “0” signifies the shorter width. When the
difference between these widths shortens, the probability of
decoding an incorrect bit increases. For example, from previous
works [11], [20], it was found that the widths of 2–4 pixels and
7–9 pixels are occupied if an LED flickers at the frequency of
4 and 2 kHz, respectively. Therefore, a threshold value (lth ∼ 5
or 6 pixels) can be applied to yield error free decoding. In other
cases, it can vary according to the exposure of the camera [9].
Bit error probabilities ρu1 and ρu2 for the users U1 and U2 can
be represented, respectively, as follows:

ρu1 =
1

2
RfE(li)erfc

(√
Yu1

(Iu1 + η)

)
(15)

ρu2 =
1

2
RfE(li)erfc

(√
Yu1

(Iu2 + η)

)
(16)

Fig. 9. BER performance of the proposed system.

where the strips error function E(li) is introduced to express
the probability of occurring bit error per frame due to the
measurement of the incorrect strip width. The complementary
error function (erfc) is a function of the resultant SINR of the
system, where Iu is the interference generated from other LEDs.
E(li) is expressed as follows:

E(li) =

⎧⎨
⎩

ε0
btotal

, if count 0 for li > lth
ε1
btotal

, if count 1 for li < lth
ε0,1
btotal

, if count both
(17)

where ε0, ε1, and ε0,1 are the number of error bits per image
frame counted for the respected bits or both and btotal is the
total number of received bits per frame. Fig. 9 illustrates the
BER performance comparison of the proposed NOMA-OCC
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enabled FSOOK scheme for both the users U1 and U2 with the
conventional FSOOK scheme. According to the NOMA-OCC
system, we controlled power for the users of both regions. The
user in the outer region receives the signal of higher power,
whereas the user in the inner region receives signals of lower
power. Hence, the power is distributed efficiently to both the
users and the number of detected error bits per frame reduces. On
the contrary, in conventional FSOOK, only a single user receives
signals of same power at every place inside the LED FOI.
Therefore, according to the proposed NOMA-OCC scheme,
both the users experienced much lower BER (up to the level
of 10−4) as opposed to the conventional scheme. The slight
variation between the BER performances of U1 and U2 is due to
the received LED images has reduced size for the edge receiver.
Hence, U1 shows lower BER while the direct communication
link distance is closer to the room height.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, a NOMA architecture was proposed to improve
the capacity and system performance of the OCC channel. A
modulation and encoding scheme based on NOMA for an OCC
transmitter were designed, which provides two channels of the
same modulation frequency by changing its power domain.
Due to the different pixel values displayed by IS according to
the incoming light intensity, an intensity-threshold-separation
technique in the IS receiver was characterized to distinguish the
two channels. To analyze the system performance, simulation
results representing the overall sum rate and individual channel
capacities were carried out. The simulation results also included
a comparison of both channel capacities between the cameras of
various FRs (30, 240, and 960 ft/s). It was shown that 28-kb/s
data rate was achieved using a smartphone camera set to 960 ft/s
at 2.8-m distance. Furthermore, the BER performance of each
user channel was evaluated and compared with the conventional
FSOOK scheme. The proposed NOMA-OCC exhibited much
lower BER performance for the both receivers. On the basis of
the overall performance analyses, the proposed scheme can be
a promising solution for the improvement of the OCC system
performance.
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